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Observation of Unexpected Density Effects in Muon-Catalyzed 1-t Fusion
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Ne~ experimental results on muon-catalyzed d-t fusion are reported. Unexpected target-density

effects have been discovered both in dt p, molecular formation in t p, + 02 collisions and in the effec-

tive sticking probability. The dt p. formation rate is significantly enhanced at high density, presum-

ably because of a strong three-body contribution. The origin of the observed reduction of the stick-

ing probability at high density remains unclear. Both effects increase the number of fusions per

muon that can be achieved; 150+4(stat. ) + 20(syst. ) fusions per muon have been observed.

PACS numbers: 36.10.Dr, 25.30.—c

The study of muon catalysis of d rfusio-n (depicted
in Fig. I) has now entered a period of rapid develop-
ment, ' 3 a few years after the experimental confirma-
tion by Bystritsky er al 4that d. tlI, molecular formation
is indeed fast on the scale of the muon lifetime (2.2
p, s). In an earlier Letter, ' we reported the first mea-
surements of some of the basic parameters of this fas-
cinating process. In particular, the sticking probability
co, was measured, and the drpforma, tion rates Xz,„z
and Az, „, for collisions of t p, atoms with D2 and DT
molecules were determined as functions of target tem-
perature T. Targets of widely varying tritium fraction
C, but only two values of density @ were used,
@=0.45 and 0.60 (relative to liquid hydrogen density,
4.25 && 10zz atoms/cm3). We have now made measure-
ments over a much larger range of @, and have conse-
quently discovered some new and unexpected phe-
nomena: Both cu, and ),~,„& vary strongly with density

These observations indicate clearly that in spite of

extensive theoretical efforts, s our understanding of
muon-catalyzed d rfusi-on is still incomplete.

The experiment was performed at LAMPF using the
methods described earlier. '2 In Fig. 2 we show the $
dependence of the normalized muon cycling rate
A., = Lob'/@(A. ,' ' is the observed cycling rate) for a

variety of temperatures and tritium fractions. It is

conventional to normalize to liquid-hydrogen density
because of the expectation that all relevant rates scale
linearly with density. The cycling time (= I/), ,' ') is
dominated by the time that the negative muon spends
in the d p, -atom ground state waiting to transfer to a tri-
ton (rate @Xq,C, ) and the time spent in the tel. ground
state waiting for molecular formation to occur (rate
$),z,„Cz, where Cq is the deuterium fraction). Thus
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FIG. l. The main dt's. -catalysis cycle. Other channels
(not shown) are discussed in the text.

FIG. 2. Dependence of the normalized cycling rate X, on
the density g of the d-t mixture.
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we write

OlM
C

1

c

01s ~d 1+
~dt ~t ~dt p. ~d

The product q ~, Cd is the probability that the muon
reaches the d p, ground state; q„will deviate from uni-

ty both because of muon transfer to t from excited
states of dp, , and because the initial atomic capture
ratio might differ somewhat from the ratio Cz/C, .

At the time of the present experiment the only
predicted source of @ dependence was the factor q&, .
However, Fig. 2 shows clearly that, contrary to expec-
tation, the @ dependence is least at small C, where the
first term of Eq. (1) is dominant, and is most striking
at large C, where the second term dominates. Hence
we are forced to conclude that the normalized molecu-
lar formation rate kz,„increases with $. Thus

dt's,

for-
mation, which occurs via the resonance mechan-
ism, s " is probably not a purely two body c-oilision pro
cess as previously assumed.

Separation of the contributions of the two terms in

Eq. (1) is complicated by the possibility that qt, may
depend on both C, and P, and requires further as-
sumptions. Our procedure is first to estimate Xz,„
from the high-C, data and A.q, /qt, from the low-C,
data, and then to use these values as the starting point
for a global fit. ' We assume that A.z, depends only on
T and that all residual dependence of A.q, /qt, on qh and

C, is due to q&, . In contrast to recent calculations of
Menshikov and Ponomarev (MP), which predict
values qtMP which fall precipitously with increasing C,
and @, our results suggest a relatively weak depen-
dence on C, and negligible dependence on @. For ex-
ample, for C, = 0.5 and T = 300 K, we obtain
A.z,/qt, = (446+93) X106 s ' at @=0.12 and hz, /q&, .
=(457+58)&&106 s ' at pe=0. 72, while MP predict
an increase by over a factor of 2 (qtMP decreasing from
0.195 to Q.Q85). Similarly, for C, =0.04, T= 300 K,
and @=0.72, we obtain h.z,/qt, ——(328 +25) X106
s ', this is only a factor of —1.5 less than at the
higher C, =0.5, compared to the predicted decrease by
a factor of —7(q&MP ——0.62 for the C, = 0.04 case)."

On the other hand, our results for q~, are consistent
with recent experimental findings' for vr capture in
mixtures of hydrogen and deuterium at @ & 0.11. Ex-

trapolating from those results, which show no density
dependence, we infer that q~, = [1—(1 —y~)C„]
x (y2) " with y( ——0.81+0.01, y~=0.83+0.01, and
x = d for a chemically equilibrated mix of H2, HD, and

D2. Then using the same functional form to analyze
our data we find (now with x = t ) y, ——y2 = 0.75
+ 0.2Q, and

~„=[1+(6+1)x 10-'T](280+40)»0' s-'

for the temperature range 20-500 K. This value of gz,
agrees with the low-@, low-C, experiment of Bystritsky
et al. The temperature dependence is not quite as
strong as predicted 5 but shows the same trend.

The rate A.d, „has contributions from tp, collisions
with both D2 and DT, ' so that ~d,„=Cd ~d, „d
+ C, Az,„, We. write Aq, „„=Aqr„„+ Aq, „„$,the su-(1) (2)

perscripts indicating the power of P appearing in the
observed (rather than normalized) dt p, formation
rates. A global fit with all four terms present shows
that the Xd,„,values are consistent with zero. Fitting
with ~d~,„, constrained to be zero gives the values
shown in Table I, and the ).z,„z(P) for T & 130 K
shown in Fig. 3. We conclude that our data show a
strong linear @ dependence for (normalized) A~,„z, but
not for Xz,„,. The large values of A.z, 'z are evidence
of significant resonant dt's, formation via three body-
collisi ons.

Menshikov and Ponomarev' have recently dis-
cussed a mechanism for three-body resonant molecu-
lar formation, e.g. , tp, +D2+D2 —[(dt's)d2e],
+D2+bE. The singlet tp, +D2 collisions are special
in having their strongest resonances just belo~ thresh-
old, where they are not accessible in two-body col-
lisions. By absorbing some kinetic energy, the specta-
tor molecule (D2, DT, or T2) moves these strong res-
onances above threshold, allowing them to contribute
to molecular formation.

%e turn now to the mechanisms of muon loss from
the catalysis cycle. The muon may be captured and re-
tained by a helium nucleus synthesized during

dt's,

,
ddt, , or ttp fusion, with sticking probabilities cu„&0~,
and ~„respectively. In addition, small amounts of
protium are present (C~ & 1'/0), resulting in pdp, and
pttI, fusion, with sticking probabilities cv~z and co~, .
The muon may also be scavenged by He introduced
by tritium decay (normally CH, « 10/o). The total
muon loss probability per cycle can be written as'~

~1s~d
(0 58k~a Czco~+ A~ Ct cut~+ A~„,C„,)

~dt t + ~ddt, d

+
C (~«,C(0(+~Pr, &P~P(+~~HeCHe)+CHe~He+~s"'.

~dt p. d

~here P dd„, . . . , are the rates for dd p, , . . . , molecular formation, AdH, and X,H, are the rates for transfer to 3He
from the dp, and tp, ground states, and AH, is the probability for initial capture by He. cu,

'" is then the effective
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FIG. 3. Density dependence of the normalized molecular
formation rate A~,„q for T & 130 K, assuming that h.q,„, is

density independent. The solid line is a fit to the data (see
Table 1).

sticking probability for the dttI, fusion reaction.
It follows from Eq. (2) that ddt. fusion shows up in

our experiment as an increase in w for low-C, targets,
permitting us to evaluate the product ) dd„cod at dif-
ferent temperatures. Since cod has been measured in-

dependently, ' we are able to extract A.dd„as a function
of temperature as shown in Fig. 4. Our results agree
well with the room-temperature measurement of A.dd„
of Balin et al. and, except for normalization, with ear-
lier data over the range 100-400 K.'8 Similarly, as-

suming that the observed temperature dependence of
w for high-C, targets is due to the temperature depen-
dence of h. d,„, we evaluate the corresponding product
for ttp, fusion: A.«„cu, =(0.40+0.1) &106 s '. Fur-
thermore, from targets with large amounts of protium,
we find that the pdp, and ptp, losses can adequately
be expressed by w~ = (C~/X, )(6.0+0.6) x10 6 s
Muon losses due to scavenging by He are evaluated
by noting the increase in ~ with time as He builds up
from tritium decay.

Subtracting from w the contributions discussed
above yields ao,'f, which depends on density and triti-
um fraction as shown in Fig. 5. (The evidence for the

~C, dependence used is much weaker than that for
the @ dependence. ) The striking variation with P was

TABLE I. Pitted contributions to the dt's, -formation rate
(Ref. 12) (in units of 10 s ') assuming Xd, „——Cd()),'„'d

+ ~)fp d4) + ~l~dtp -f. -

FIG. 4. Temperature dependence of the ddt, formation
rate ) d„d( with cod =0.122 from Ref. 18), from data with

C, & 13%. The solid line is a theoretical fit (Ref. 8) to ear-
lier data (circles); renormalization yields the dashed curve.

completely unexpected. Furthermore, the observed
value of co,'tt, as small as 0.35% and still decreasing at
high density, is much smaller than the calculated
value'9 of 0.9% for n sticking accepted before the
present experiment. (The calculated sticking fraction
is the product of the probability that the muon is ini-
tially captured by the recoiling fusion n particle,
co,a=1.2%, by the conditional probability that the
muon is not subsequently stripped, 1 —R =0.75.)
More accurate calculations of initial sticking have
very recently reduced this estimate by 25% to 33% but
the resulting values still significantly exceed our high-
density co,'" results. 2'

The variation of cu,
'tt could come from events (a)

preceding or (b) following the nuclear fusion. Under
(b) the most likely origin is the muon-stripping pro-
cess. Although the value of R is somewhat uncertain,
it is not expected to have nearly as much dependence
on density as implied by Fig. 5. Under (a), a certain
fraction of the muons may be delayed after molecular
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formation but before fusion, thus increasing ai,' " above
a small initial sticking value. The dt p, system, initial-

ly formed in the excited J = I, v = 1 state, needs to
cascade via Auger transitions to a J = 0 state for fusion
to be rapid. Possibly this cascade may be facilitated by
electrons supplied by ionization induced by tritium de-
cay. The sensitivity to $ and C, could then come
from the ion-electron recombination process, whose
rate is proportional to $~C, . This model also en-
counters some difficulties. Clearly, further study is
needed to determine which, if either, of these ideas
can explain the observed dependence of a~,'r".

%'ith the experimental ~,'~~ well below predicted
values, 300 or more fusions per muon might be possi-
ble. We have already detected an average value of
150 + 4(stat. ) + 20(syst. ) fusions per muon, releasing
about 3 GeV of energy, in a liquefied d rtarg-et with

C, =0.3.
In summary, we have discovered some completely

unexpected target-density dependences in both the

dip, molecular formation rate Xd, d and the effective
sticking probability ai,'". The former is presumably
due to three-body contributions to resonant mesonic-
molecule formation. The origin of the latter remains
much less clear.
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